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RUG COLLECTION

Clarke & Clarke’s sumptuous collection of rugs borrows from its 

plush, decorative designs, laying stylish new foundations for a 

contemporary interior look.

For this luxurious range made exclusively by Asiatic Rugs, Clarke 

& Clarke has delved into a world of botanical prints, geometric 

weaves, and opulent patterns, utilising high-definition digital printing 

with beautiful fabrics that blend texture and tactility with wow visual 

factors.

Never missing a trend-led beat, designs navigate from playful palms 

on deep, inky backgrounds to sweet florals.

Every design in the Clarke & Clarke rug collection brings a layer of 

luxury glamour and style to your space.



Woven from a blend of fibres combining sophistication with functionality, Lavico appears as a 
beautiful swirling form, reminiscent of an oyster shell. The undulating pattern ripples across each 

rug, offering light and shade in the most sublime muted colourways, including Champagne, 
Mineral or Nero. A combination of viscose and polyester with high/low detailing, create a 

subtle lustrous shine.
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CHAMPAGNE MINERAL

Sizes(cm): 120 x 170  l 160 x 230  l  200 x 290  I  Machine Woven  I  55% Viscose 45% Polyester

 NERO
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LAVICO



Sweet Floretta is a bold, vibrant large flowerhead motif, set against a charcoal 
backdrop. Feel as though you are stepping upon a sumptuous bed of roses, damask, 

elegant, and resolutely English. Floretta is a high-definition digitally printed 
design on a textured soft velvet base with fringe edge detailing. 

Colourways include Charcoal blush and Mineral

Sizes(cm): 120 x 170  l 160 x 230  l  200 x 290  I  Machine Woven  I  100% Polyester with fringe edge 
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MINERALCHARCOAL BLUSH
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FLORETTA
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MIDNIGHT KINGFISHER

MINERAL

A tropical burst underfoot, Passiflora combines botanical notes on a rich variety of 
stunning backgrounds. Foliage of ivy leaves and floral poppy heads collide with more 

exotic flora for an impassioned print. Passiflora is a high-definition digitally printed 
design on a textured soft velvet base with fringe edge detailing. Background colours 

options include Midnight, Kingfisher and Mineral.

Sizes(cm): 120 x 170  l 160 x 230  l  200 x 290  I  Machine Woven  I  100% Polyester with fringe edge 
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PASSIFLORA
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For a playful and bold design in the home, Monkey Business brings vibrancy and 
depth to any floor. Intricately hand-tufted in pure new wool and viscose, with subtle 

space-dyed detailing, the inky navy of the background encourages the boldness of the 
green palms, which trail across the rug.

INDIGO

Sizes(cm): 120 x 170  l 160 x 230  l  200 x 290  I  Machine Woven  I  70% Wool 30% Viscose 
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MONKEY BUSINESS
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Blending a sense of bohemia with exotic island life, Botany is an expression of 
palm trees and leaves interspersed with bold butterflies and wild cats, telling a wild, 
botanical story in its pattern. A high-definition digitally printed design on a handloom 
PET base, Botany has a vintage quality in its natural colourway, depicting botanical 
discovery throughout history. The PET base is friendlier to our planet, being produced 

from recycled fibres, whilst still maintaining the softness of wool.

CHARCOAL/CHARTREUSE

Sizes(cm): 120 x 170  l 160 x 230  l  200 x 290  I  Hand Loom  I  100% PET
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BOTANY
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Habitat is a storybook print, a harmony of nature at peace with dusty flamingo motifs 
and muted palms on a tonal tropic backdrop. A high-definition, digitally printed 

design on a handloom PET base, Habitat draws from exotic references but reflects a 
tranquil colourway in natural.  The PET crafted base is friendlier to our planet, being 

produced from recycled fibres, whilst still maintaining the softness of wool.

Sizes(cm): 160 x 160  l Hand Loom  I  100% PET

LAGOON
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HABITAT
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Blaize has a delicate woven style with a gentle geometric quality that is classic of 
Clarke & Clarke. Woven with a luxurious viscose pile for a luscious soft feel and 
lustrous shine, it stands apart beautifully in the silver colourway with an almost 

fossilised quality to the subtle, mottled weave.

SILVER

Sizes(cm): 120 x 170  l 160 x 230  l  200 x 290  I  Machine Woven  I  100% Viscose
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BLAIZE



Gabrielle is handwoven from PET & wool for a robust yet luxury finish. The soft, 
blended rug takes a mix of multiple fibres to create a soft natural hue in two different 
colourways. Textured and detailed, yet adaptable in interiors. PET is friendlier to our 

planet, being produced from recycled fibres, whilst still maintaining 
the softness of wool.

GABRIELLE

Sizes(cm): 120 x 170  l 160 x 230  l  200 x 290  I  Hand Woven  I  80% PET 20% Wool 
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NATURALKINGFiSHER
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LAVICO NERO
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